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The paper describes a smooth controller of an articulated mobile robot with switching constraints.
The use of switching constraints associated with grounded/lifted wheels is an eective method of
controlling various motions; e.g., the avoidance of a moving obstacle. A model of an articulated mobile
robot that has active and passive wheels and active joints with switching constraints is derived. A
controller that accomplishes the trajectory tracking of the robot's head and sub-tasks using smooth
joint input is proposed on the basis of the model. Simulations and experiments are presented to show
the eectiveness of the proposed controller.
Keywords: articulated mobile robot; switching constraints; kinematic redundancy; trajectory
tracking; snake robot; switched system;
1. Introduction
Articulated mobile robots have several segments serially connected by joints that move adaptively
in response to complex environments. Articulated mobile robots are useful for inspecting narrow
spaces, such as pipelines and rubble at disaster sites. Many articulated mobile robots [1] have
been developed for applications such as the inspection of nuclear reactor sites [2, 3] and pipes [4{
7] and search and rescue operations [8{11]. The present paper distinguishes between articulated
mobile robots and snake robots according to the locomotive mechanism. A snake robot has
active joints and passive wheels, and moves through lateral undulations like a real snake. In
contrast, an articulated mobile robot has active joints and a powered mechanism generating a
propulsion force in each segment (e.g., an active wheel or a crawler), and moves about without
lateral undulations. Articulated mobile robots are more suited to practical situations because
propulsion forces are easily generated by a powered mechanism.
There are two well-known methods for the control of articulated mobile robots [1]: the `follow-
the-leader' method and the `n-trailer' method. In the follow-the-leader method, the motion of the
head (leader) is determined rst, and the motion sequentially shifts to the trailing segments (the
followers). The method is used in the control of KR-II[3], GMD-SNAKE2[5], MAKRO[6], and
ACM{R4[12]. Moreover, ACM{R4.1[13] and R4.2[14] actively accomplish motion by maintaining
all wheels on the ground, even on uneven terrain, using a torque sensor based on the method.
In the n-trailer method, the robot is steered by treating the motion of the whole body of
the robot as that of a truck (the head segment) pulling connected trailers (following segments)
behind it. If the motion of the head is given, the motion of the following segments is passively
determined according to the kinematics of the problem, meaning that the wheels do not slide
Corresponding author. Email: mtanaka@uec.ac.jp
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Figure 1. Articulated mobile robot.
sideways. KOHGA [11], which has active/passive joints and crawlers, and an articulated mobile
robot [15], which has active joints and active wheels, are controlled using this method.
Using either method, the motion of the following segments is determined according to the shift
or kinematics that depend on the motion of the head. It is thus dicult to change directly the
motion of parts of the robot other than the head.
We have proposed a control method [16] by which the head of the snake robot tracks the
desired trajectory and the body shape of the robot is freely determined at some level using
mode switching of the grounded parts of the body. The kinematic model of the robot is derived
using the velocity constraints dictated by the grounded wheels. Thus, mode switching of the
grounded/lifted wheels of the robot implies switching constraints. Employing the method, a snake
robot can accomplish several tasks that were impossible when employing previous methods, in
particular, avoiding moving obstacles [16], approximating path trajectories of the joints of the
snake robot [17], and performing semi-autonomous whole-body collision avoidance based on
range sensors [18]. It is possible for an articulated mobile robot to accomplish the same tasks by
applying this control method, as the method allows the robot to change body shape adaptively
during locomotion. However, the method in [16{18] is problematic in that the angular velocity
input from the joint jumps depending on the switching mode of the grounded/lifted wheel. The
jump is unwanted when determining the joint torque needed to achieve a certain angular velocity.
Smoothing is necessary to prevent the jump in input. In robotics, a popular method for
smoothing is to use lters. The method smoothly shapes the input using a lter and is eective
in preventing residual vibration [19, 20]. Another method is to use approximate curves, and is
used for the path planning of mobile robots [21{23]. However, these two methods reshape the
input without considering the mathematical model of the controlled robot. If these methods are
applied to the input of [16{18], trajectory tracking for the reference and several subtasks cannot
be ensured.
This paper describes a smooth controller for an articulated mobile robot with switching con-
straints. First, a model of the robot considering mode switching of the wheels is derived and a
control method for the robot with switching constraints is proposed. The proposed method ac-
complishes several tasks; e.g., trajectory tracking of the robot's head and avoidance of a moving
obstacle. Moreover, the proposed method prevents any jump in the angular velocity input, the
main problem relating to previous work [16{18], and generates a smooth input. Simulations and
experiments showing the eectiveness of the proposed controller are presented.
2. Model
This section describes the mechanics of an articulated mobile robot, which is the controlled
object in this study, and derives a kinematic model for the robot (Figure 1). The robot has n
segments, each comprising a pitch rotational joint, a yaw rotational joint, and a pair of wheels.
The pitch rotational joint and the pair of wheels are coaxially mounted. All joints are active and
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Figure 2. Position and velocity variables for an active wheel.
each wheel is either active or passive. If all wheels are passive, the robot is equivalent to that in
[16{18].
As indicated in Figure 1, let l be the length of a link, n the number of yaw joints and wheel
axes, w = [xh; yh; h]
T the position and attitude of the robot's head, i the i-th yaw angle,
and (xi; yi) the position of the point of intersection of the i-th wheel axis and the link. We set
 = [1;    ; n]T and  = [h;T ]T . We assume that the wheel does not slip sideways. Then,
the velocity constraint is represented as
_xi sin i   _yi cos i = 0; (1)
where i = h +
Pi
j=1 j .
Next, we consider the velocity constraint required for the active wheels. Here the maximum
number of active wheels attached to each wheel axis is two. Let nw(0  nw  2n) be the total
number of active wheels, k the rotation angle of the k-th active wheel, jk the index of the
wheel axis where the k-th active wheel is attached, (xwk; ywk) the position where the k-th active
wheel touches the ground, and rw the radius of each wheel. We set  = [1;    ; nw ]T and
q = [wT ;T ;T ]T . We assume that the k-th active wheel does not slip to the direction of vk.
Then, from Figure 2, it follows that
_xwk cos jk + _ywk sin jk =  vk =  rw _k: (2)
Here, we set u = [ _
T
; _T ]T . By arranging (1) and (2), it follows that
Aa() _w = Ba()u; (3)
Ab() _w = Bb()u; (4)
whereAa 2 Rn3,Ba 2 Rn(n+nw),Ab 2 Rnw3, andBb 2 Rnw(n+nw). Let aij be the element
of the i-th row and j-th column of Aa, bkj be the element of the k-th row and j-th column of Ab,
and lwk be the length related to the position of the k-th active wheel, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Pitch joint angles and lifted wheels.
Then aij and bkj are obtained as
ai1 = sin i; (5)
ai2 =   cos i; (6)
ai3 =  lf1 + cos(i   h) + 2
i 1X
s=1
cos(i   s)g; (7)
bk1 = cos jk ; (8)
bk2 = sin jk ; (9)
bk3 =  lwk + lf1 + sin(jk   h) + 2
jk 1X
s=1
sin(jk   s)g: (10)
The i-th row of (3) corresponds to (1) related to the i-th wheel axis, and the k-th row of (4)
corresponds to (2) related to the k-th active wheel. Thus, if all wheels are grounded, the velocity
constraint of the articulated mobile robot is represented as
A() _w = B()u; (11)
A =

Aa
Ab

; B =

Ba
Bb

=
26666666664
l 0    0
 . . . . . .
. . . l 0
...
...   rw . . .
. . .
. . . 0
      rw
37777777775
; (12)
whereA 2 R(n+nw)3,B 2 R(n+nw)(n+nw), and `' signies nondiagonal elements; their detailed
description is omitted. B is always invertible because it is a lower-triangular matrix and its
diagonal elements are non-zero constant.
2.1 Kinematic model introducing switching constraints
We describe the switching of the wheel status from grounded to lifted and vice versa [16{18]
for our articulated mobile robot. While the wheels are necessary for the robot to move, they
sometimes limit the robot's mobility. For example, when all wheels are grounded and a moving
obstacle approaches the body of the robot from the side, the velocity constraint restraining
sideways movements prevents any movement to avoid a collision. If the robot could make a
wheel slip sideways by exerting a large force, it could then perform an evasive motion. However,
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in this instance, a large torque from the joints is needed. In contrast, if the robot was able to
lift a wheel, it could then perform an evasive motion without a large torque as the velocity
constraint disappears.
The articulated mobile robot can switch the grounded/lifted status of wheels by varying the
angle of the pitch joint in a manner similar to that of the snake robot described in [16{18]. The
robot could switch its status for each wheel axis by rotating the pitch joints slightly, as depicted
in Figure 3. In the present paper, the pitch joints are only used for switching the status for each
wheel axis. Thus, we assume that the magnitude of the pitch angle is very small and the motion
of the pitch joints in the xy-plane does not aect the motion of the robot.
The model of the robot also switches depending on the grounded/lifted status of the wheel
axes. We allocate a unique index, which is called the 'mode', to each model to represent the
overall status of the wheel axes. Let  be the discrete mode number where the i-th wheel axis
(i = i1;    ; im) and j-th active wheel (j = j1;    ; ja) are lifted. In this instance, the i-th row
in (3) and j-th row in (4) disappear. Thus, (11) becomes
A _w = Bu; (13)
A =

Aa
Ab

; B =

Ba
Bb

; (14)
where A 2 R(n+nw m a)3, B 2 R(n+nw m a)(n+nw), Aa 2 R(n m)3, Ab 2
R(nw a)3, Ba 2 R(n m)(n+nw), and Bb 2 R(nw a)(n+nw). Aa and Ba denote the
matrices for which the i-th row from Aa and Ba, respectively, are removed. Similarly, Ab and
Bb denote the matrices for which the j-th row from Ab and Bb, respectively, are removed. A
and B can be represented as
A = T A; B = T B; (15)
where T  2 R(n+nw m a)(n+nw) is a selection matrix for which the elements are either 0 or
1. T  is the matrix obtained by removing the i-th row and the n + j-th row from the identity
matrix I.
Let T be the switching time period of the mode. The kinematic model of the articulated
mobile robot with switching constraints is expressed as
A _w = Bu;
(t) = k; 8t 2 [tk; tk+1) (16)
where  2 M is the discrete mode number, M = f1; 2;    ; Nmg, Nm is the total number of
modes, and tk = kT (k = 0; 1; 2;    ) is the switching time. The robot switches at time tk, and
the mode is maintained over the interval tk  t < tk+1. If nw = 0, the model is equivalent to the
model in [16{18].
3. Controller design
In the realization of the desired trajectory of the head of a snake robot, the angular velocity is
not unique when some of the wheels are lifted o the ground. The feature is called kinematic re-
dundancy (redundancy II in [24]). Moreover, various tasks (e.g., avoidance of a moving obstacle)
were accomplished using both kinematic redundancy and mode selection in [16{18]. The artic-
ulated mobile robot in the present study also has kinematic redundancy and can switch modes.
This section presents and describes the control method using both kinematic redundancy and
mode selection.
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(a) Previous method [16{18]
(b) Proposed method
Figure 4. Control systems.
The main control objective, alternatively called the main task, is to verify that the position
and attitude of the head track the desired trajectory. The sub-task is any additional control
objective that the robot should accomplish besides the main task. We dene the cost function
V (q), and assume that the robot accomplishes the sub-task by decreasing V .
In this paper, an improved method that suppresses jumps in the joint input, the problem with
the previous method [16{18], is proposed.
3.1 Previous method of [16{18] and its problem
Figure 4(a) sketches the algorithm of the previous controller described in [16{18]. The controller
consists of a part calculating joint inputs and a part selecting modes. The former provides the
dierent joint input for each mode. The joint input consists of u^ depending on the main task
and u depending on the sub-task. The latter selects the optimal mode considering the eect for
the sub-task. The robot can accomplish both the main task and sub-task using the controller. In
particular, the advantage of the method is its practicality in advanced tasks [16{18] that cannot
be performed without mode switching. Dierent uses of kinematic redundancy and the method
in selecting modes is exploited in [16{18] because of the dierences in each sub-task.
In applying the controller of the previous work [16] to an articulated mobile robot, the joint
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input is represented as
u(t) = u^ + u; (17)
u^ = B
y
Af _wd  K(w  wd)g; (18)
u = (I  ByB); (19)
 =

@V
@1
;    ; @V
@n
;
@V
@1
;    ; @V
@nw
T
2 R(n+nw); (20)
where wd is a desired vector of w,K > 0 a feedback gain for the main task, B
y
 a pseudo-inverse
matrix of B, and  a gain for the sub-task. In (17), u^ is an element for the main task and
u is an element representing kinematic redundancy. If all wheels are grounded, B becomes a
square matrix and u disappears.
Using (17), the control variable tracks the desired trajectory and (19) assesses the accomplish-
ment of the sub-task [16]. However, there is a problem that (17) generates jumps in the joint
input during mode switching because the joint input is dierent with respect to each mode. The
jump is also generated in models described in [17, 18].
We propose an improved control method that prevents jumps in the joint input during mode
switching and generates smooth input. Figure 4(b) shows the controller proposed in this paper.
The proposed method has a dierent joint input from Figure 4(a).
3.2 Smooth joint input
The jump in (17) is caused by u^ being dependent on the main task and u being related to
kinematic redundancy. Thus, the two inputs from the main task and kinematic redundancy are
modied to prevent the jump.
3.2.1 Input for main task
The joint input is modied as
u(t) = ~u+ u; (21)
~u = B 1Af _wd  K(w  wd)g: (22)
The dierence between (21) and (17) is the rst term on the right-hand side, which is the element
depending on the main task. Substituting (21) into (16) and considering (15) and B u = 0,
the closed-loop system is expressed as
A _w = BB
 1Af _wd  K(w  wd)g;
) A _w = T BB 1Af _wd  K(w  wd)g;
) Af _w   _wd +K(w  wd)g = 0: (23)
Thus, if A is of full column rank, w ! wd is concluded at t!1. If A is not of full column
rank, the convergence of w is not guaranteed because _w   _wd + K(w   wd) = 0 does not
necessarily hold. This implies that the robot is in a singular conguration. From (23), the size of
A is also related to whether the controlled variable can be controlled. If (n+nw m a) < 3
which implies that the length of the row is larger than the length of the column in A, w
cannot converge to wd because A is not of full column rank. Thus, it is necessary to satisfy
the inequality
(n+ nw  m   a)  3: (24)
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(a)  =const. (b) (tk) = 0
Figure 5. Relationship between  and u
u^ in (17) can accomplish the main task in mode  only. In contrast, ~u in (21) is calculated
assuming that all wheels are grounded, and is a constrained input that can accomplish the main
task in all modes ( = 1;    ; Nm). Using (21), the element for the main task in the input is
common to all modes. Therefore, the jump in input depending on the main task is not generated.
3.2.2 Number of modes Nm
A method used to calculate the number of modes Nm when all wheels are passive (nw = 0) was
proposed in [16]. This subsection presents a method of calculating Nm when wheels are active
(nw 6= 0).
We consider the case that each wheel axis has one active wheel; i.e., nw = n; a = m. From
(24), the robot kinematics has to satisfy 2n   2m  3. Thus, the maximum number of m is
(n 2) and at least two wheel axes must each have a grounded wheel. The robot can elect which
wheel axes are to have a grounded wheel. The total number of combinations in this scenario is
2n. By subtracting the number of combinations for which the number of axes having grounded
wheels is less than two, the total number of modes Nm of the robot is obtained from
Nm = 2
n   (n+ 1) (25)
where (n + 1) is the number of combinations for which one axis has a grounded wheel plus all
wheel axes are lifted. For example, Nm = 26 if n = 5, and Nm = 247 if n = 8.
Next, we consider each wheel axis has two active wheels, i.e., nw = 2n; a = 2m. From (24),
the robot kinematics has to satisfy 3n   3m  3 and at least one axis has a grounded wheel.
In this case, Nm is Nm = 2
n   1.
If each wheel axis has a dierent number of active wheels,Nm cannot be calculated as described
above, because the minimum number of wheel axes with grounded wheels is not constant; i.e.,
the minimum number is one, two, or three. In this case, Nm should be counted by checking
whether (24) is satised for all combinations of grounded wheels.
3.3 Input related to redundancy
By considering (19), (20), and (21), _V is obtained as
_V (q) =
@V
@w
_w +

@V
@
;
@V
@

u
=
@V
@w
_w + T ~u+ T (I  ByB); (26)
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where the rst and second terms on the right-hand side depend on the main task, and the
third term is related to kinematic redundancy. If  < 0, the third term on the right-hand side
contributes by decreasing V because (I  ByB)  0 [25].
In (21), ~u does not depend on  but u is dierent in each mode. It is possible that the large
jump in the joint input is generated by u on each switching, as shown in Figure 5(a). Thus, we
choose  to be a smooth function that becomes zero ( = 0) at switching times tk (k = 0; 1;    ),
as shown in Figure 5(b). As a result, u = 0 is satised at tk and the u-dependent jump in the
input does not arise. The joint input at the switching time is smoothly connected using (21) and
setting  as in Figure 5(b). In contrast, from (26), the element related to kinematic redundancy
does not contribute to decreasing V if  = 0. However, it is sucient to decrease V by setting
the shape and the maximum value of  because  < 0 at t 6= tk.
3.4 Mode selection
In previous work [16{18], mode selection was performed with dierent formulations because of
dierences in sub-tasks. This section presents a formulation of mode selection that covers also
those of [16{18].
The mode  = k selected at t = tk is maintained over the interval tk  t < tk+1. Therefore,
the robot must predict the mode that is suitable for the robot's motion for this interval. This
problem resembles model-predictive control [26, 27], which determines a control input for some
future nite-time interval. Therefore, the mode selection is formulated as the optimal problem
obtaining the optimal mode  = k that minimizes the following J at t = tk.
min
k
J; (27)
where
J = '(q^(tk+1; k)) +
Z tk+1
tk
 (q^(; k);u(; k))d (28)
and ' and   are functions related to sub-tasks considered in the mode selection. Here ' only
depends on the termination value of the prediction period t = tk+1, whereas   depends on times
within the prediction period, tk  t  tk+1. ' and   should be appropriately set depending on
the nature of the sub-tasks. For example, we set ' = 0 and   = V in [16, 18], and ' = V and
  = 0 in [17]. In (28), q^(t; ) is the estimated vector of q at time t when the mode is , and
is calculated by numerically integrating (23) and (21). (27) is numerically solved by comparing
J calculated for all modes, and the obtained mode k is used at tk  t < tk+1. Moreover, we
use two conditions proposed in [16] as constraints on (27). One ensures the static stability of
the motion for walking robots, and the other prevents switching that is impractical. The term
statically stable means that the center of gravity of the robot is contained in the supporting
polygon constructed from the contact points of the grounded wheels. Details of these conditions
are omitted (see [16] or [17]).
Note that the robot sometimes actually becomes statically unstable because q^ in (28) is the
estimated vector. In this case, the robot can remain statically stable by grounding some of its
wheels until a stable mode is reached. In this study, if the robot becomes statically unstable, we
ensure its static stability by grounding all wheels simultaneously.
4. Simulations
Simulations were performed to demonstrate the eectiveness of the proposed control method.
We use the articulated mobile robot, as depicted in Figure 6. In the robot, all wheel axes have
9
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Active wheel
Head
Passive wheel
Figure 6. Model of simulations.
one active wheel and the active wheels alternate from one side to the other along the body. In
this case, n = 8, nw = 8, and Nm = 247 from (25).
4.1 Cost function
One of the eective sub-tasks that a snake robot can accomplish using mode switching is the
avoidance of moving obstacles [16]. The same sub-task can be accomplished for an articulated
mobile robot with active wheels. Therefore, we set this avoidance problem as a sub-task. Let
(xi; yi) be the position of the intersection point of the i-th wheel axis and the link, (xob; yob) be
the position of the obstacle, and di be the distance between (xi; yi) and (xob; yob). Let us dene
the cost function V and functions ' and   related to switching:
V (q) =
nX
i=1
1
di
; (29)
' = 0;   = V: (30)
Using (21) and (27), V decreases and di increases. As a result, the risk of collision between the
robot and obstacle can be reduced.
There have never been instances in simulations and experiments where A is rank decient,
as we shall discussed below. Hence, this study does not consider the avoidance of singular con-
gurations as one of the sub-tasks.
4.2 Simulation results
We set wd = [0:01t; 0; ]
T , K = I, T = 1, and (xob; yob) = ( 0:3; 0:01t  0:1). Figure 7 shows
the results when the previous input (17) and  =  1 (xed value) are used.  was heuristically
determined by simulations. The pink-colored segments of the robot represent axes with lifted
wheels. dmin is the minimum value of di, which is the distance between (xi; yi) and (xob; yob).
We use s = min=max as a measure of singularity, where min and max are the minimum and
maximum singular values of A, respectively. If A is rank decient, s becomes zero. From
Figure 7(a){(c), it is seen that the head of the robot tracked the desired trajectory and the
whole body of the robot avoided the obstacle by switching modes. The robot avoided singular
congurations because s 6= 0. However, from Figure 7(d) and (e), it is seen that a jump in
the input was generated many times. In particular, the jump in _ was large because it became
zero when the corresponding axis had lifted wheels. For a real robot, this jump in joint input is
undesirable because a large torque is needed to generate an angular velocity at the joint.
In contrast, Figure 8 shows the results when the proposed smooth input (21) and  =
fcos(2t=T )   1g are used. The robot accomplished both the main task and sub-task, and
avoided singular congurations because of s 6= 0. Moreover, the jump in input was smoother,
showing better control; see Figure 8(d) and (e).
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Figure 7. Simulation results obtained without using the smooth controller.
4.3 Mode reduction
For n = 8, the number of modes is large and real-time control of an actual robot is dicult
because of the associated large calculation costs in deriving solutions (27). Moreover, lifting
many adjacent links (e.g., four adjacent wheel axes are lifted at t = 5 s in Figure 7(a)) is dicult
for an actual robot because large torques must be generated by the actuators of the pitch joints.
Similar to [18], we reduced the number of modes to eight, as shown in Figure 9, solely to decrease
the calculation cost and to avoid insucient torque. Figure 10 shows the results obtained by
reducing the number of modes. Because of this dierence in the number of modes, the avoidance
motion in Figure 10(a) is dierent from that in Figure 8(a). Nevertheless, the robot avoided
collisions in both cases.
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Figure 8. Simulation results obtained using the smooth controller.
5. Experiments
Experiments were performed using the articulated mobile robot (Figure 11). Parameters of the
robot were n = 8, nw = 8, l = 0:088[m], lw1 = lw3 = lw5 = lw7 = 0:052[m], lw2 = lw4 = lw6 =
lw8 =  0:052[m], and rw = 0:038[m]. w and (xob; yob) were measured using an external motion
capture system. The number of modes, as for simulations presented in Figure 9, was decreased
to reduce the calculation cost. The parameter settings were wd = [0:01t; 0; ]
T , K = I, and
T = 2[s].
Figure 12 shows the results obtained using the previous input (17) and  =  1 (xed value),
and Figure 13 shows the results obtained using the proposed input (21) and  = fcos(2t=T ) 
1g. In both cases, w tracked the desired trajectory and the robot avoided a collision with the
approaching human-operated moving obstacle. Whereas many jumps of input were generated in
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Figure 11. Articulated mobile robot and experimental system.
Figure 12(d) and (e), the input smoothly changed in Figure 13(d) and (e).
We thus demonstrated that the articulated mobile robot with active joints and active wheels
can accomplish tracking of the head and avoidance of a moving obstacle using the proposed
controller, and that the input is smoother than that of the previous work [16].
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Figure 12. Experimental results obtained without using the smooth controller.
6. Conclusion
The paper described a smooth controller for an articulated mobile robot with switching con-
straints. A model of the robot introducing mode switching of the grounded/ungrounded wheels
was derived. An improved control method that accomplishes both trajectory tracking and a sub-
task and generates smooth joint input at each switching time was proposed. Simulations and
experimental results demonstrated the eectiveness of the proposed control method. Because a
snake robot is a special case (nw = 0) of the articulated robot considered in the present paper,
the proposed smooth controller can be used for the snake robot.
The previous controller described in [16] required large torques to be applied to the joints and
is unsuitable from the point of view of dynamics because the joint input (angular velocity) jumps
at the switching time. In contrast, the smooth controller proposed in this paper prevents such
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Figure 13. Experimental results obtained using the smooth controller.
torque during jumps in joint input. Hence, this controller, which is based on a dynamic model,
could nd application in future studies. In particular, integration with trajectory planning of
the head of the robot, and application of the control method for complicated terrain, such as a
step [10, 13, 28] or a cylindrical surface [7, 29], need to be addressed.
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